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As a writer we will write… 
 

 Narrative Dialogue in the style of a Comic 
Book 

 Persuasive writing 

 

As a mathematician we will study…. 
 Fractions, decimals and percentages 

 Perimeter and area 

 Converting units 

 Calculations 
 

 

 

Rainforests 

 
 

As a geographer, we will study the rainforests. 

In RE we find out about Hinduism. 

As a computer user we will … 

 Online safety 

As a Sports person, we will be improving our 

athletic skills. 

As a scientist we will be exploring: 

 Living Things and Their Habitats 

 Animals including Humans 

As an artist and designer we will  

 Working in the style of Georgia O’Keeffe and painting 

large flower heads. 

 Creating jungle scenes in the style of the artist 

Rousseau. 

 

As a musician we will be learning about…  

As musicians we will be developing our rhythm and singing 

skills through African drumming and singing. 

In PSHE we will complete our Relationships and Sex 
Education and then we will be looking at Managing Safety 
and Risk. 
1. To explore positive and negative aspects of risk taking.  
2. To understand the benefits and consequences of taking physical, 
social and emotional risks. 
3. To explore situations where they have responsibility for their own 
safety and that of others.  
4. To understand and practise a range of strategies to reduce risk.  
5. To learn ways of getting help from known and unknown adults in an 
emergency (even when getting attention is difficult).  
6. To identify new risky situations due to increasing independence and 
consider safety implications. 
7. To identify safety issues when cycling and develop understanding of 
how to stay safe on the roads. 
8. To identify some benefits of being outside and have strategies to 
keep themselves safer in the sun.  
9. To identify a wider range of situations where they might encounter 
risk e.g. on public transport, near the railway and have strategies to 
stay safer. 
10. To understand and practise basic procedures for first aid and 
making an emergency call.  
11. To understand their growing responsibility and possible actions to 
prevent a wider range of accidents at home and at school. 
12. To understand what they have learned and be able to share it with 
others. 
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Teaching Team –  
Mrs Gray-Thomas & Miss Davies (Oak) 
and Mrs Jacklin (Rowan) 
Learning Support Assistants – 
Mrs Wetherfield & Mr Sanderson 
 

 


